
Year 2 Instructions for Monday 15th June 2020. 
 
Good Morning!   I hope you all had a lovely weekend and got out and had some fun. 
 
 
Spelling:  We are continuing with homophones this week and today we are looking at: 
there, their and they’re. 
Watch the following clips to help with the difference.   
 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/supermovers/ks2-english-homophones-with-johnny-
inel/z6fjbdm  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jw4IjeGPaz0  
Remember:  there is an action  (over there!) 
                       their shows belonging (their coat) 
                       they’re is short for they are  (they are on the way). 
 
Complete the attached worksheet. 
 
Maths:  This week you will be doing revision on 2d and 3d shapes.  Watch Week 8 Lesson 1 
on www.whiterosemaths.com and then complete the attached worksheet. 
Go on a shape hunt around your house and garden.  What different 2D shapes can you find.  
Can you find a pentagon? octagon? hexagon?   How many 
triangles/circles/squares/rectangles can you find? 
 
English: SKILLS:  We are looking at adjectives and adverbs today to help with your story 
writing this week. 
Let’s get moving first with the following clip. 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/supermovers/ks1-english-adjectives-adverbs-with-johnny-
inel/znfjbdm  
Then complete the attached work booklet looking at how you can change adjectives into 
adverbs. 
Remember:  an adjective describes a noun  (e.g. the beautiful butterfly) beautiful is the 
adjective, butterfly is the noun. 
An adverb describes the verb and usually ends in ly.  (e.g. The long train raced quickly 
through the town) raced is the verb and quickly is the adverb. 
 
Art:    
 

                          
 
You are continuing your art picture in the style of Lowry using a street in Osmotherley, 



Remember decide which street you would like to use (it could be your house).  Either look 
on Street View or go to the street and sketch the buildings and surrounding area.  Look 
carefully at the colours Lowry used.  You could either use pencil crayons, water colour paints 
to get your effect.  Try to avoid felt tips as they will be too bright.  You need to look at the 
sky Lowry uses, notice it is not bright blue with a sun, so think of the similar colours.  Take 
your time.  Start thinking about what your people will be doing.  Look carefully at some of 
Lowry’s paintings to get some ideas.  Don’t rush your painting as you will have a few weeks 
to do it. 
 
 
P.E.  It’s time to go and get active and have some fun! 
 
Don’t forget to continue to share and read books with someone at home. 
 
Have a great day 
Mrs. Edgeworth. 


